OBSERVATIONS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Code | Items in violation to be corrected by the dates indicated or immediately | Correct By
--- | --- | ---
T20-21.21(a) | Controlling pests, generally. Effective measures intended to eliminate the presence of rodents, flies, cockroaches, and other insects on the premises not utilized. | 06/29/2018

T20-21.22(a) | Floors. Floors and floor coverings of all food preparation, food storage, utensil-washing areas, walk-in refrigerating units, dressing rooms, locker rooms, and toilet rooms shall be kept clean. | 06/29/2018

COMMENT

TC LIFT—A reinspection has determined that conditions responsible for the requirement to cease operations no longer exist. The Temporary Closure is lifted. 6/30/18, 12:30 PM. Food service operations may resume.

Person in Charge (Signature) Alejandro Solis

Sanitarian (Signature) Wilbert Robinson (WXR1)